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The Omega serial numbers are alphanumerical and dateless. It is unknown
how many numbers were used to account for the first 1000 production
numbers. There were about 5000 to 6000 numbered guitars produced, so that
means there were between 4000 and 5000 serial numbers. The serial number
is stamped on a neck plate (or maybe the headstock?). Most of these serial
numbers are stamped on the guitar as follows: B.C. Rich Serial Number. String
change dates and guitar model / finish codes can be found on the back plate
and label. The string change dates are enclosed in parentheses, and the model
and finish codes are enclosed in quotation marks. The following table shows
the years of the change, as well as the change dates for the early bolt on
guitars. The incomplete serial number, i.e. 75523 means that there is no info
on the back of the guitar as to when the guitar was made, however, it is safe
to assume that it was made in 1987 or 1988. The 1986 serial number 75522
indicates that the guitar was made in 1987. The string change date is in
parentheses and the model and finish code is enclosed in quotation marks.
The complete serial numbers for these early models included the string
change dates. The string change dates were removed sometime around the
time that the Made In The USA was no longer stamped on the headstock or the
back plate label. In 1994, the neck thru pickups were removed from the
standard models. At some point during the production of the 1994 models, the
serial number changed, with the new numbers not following the conventional
format. For example, the model VC9-11-136 was not re-numbered to the new
format, so that the first two digits were the year, the third digit was 1 for the
neck through pickup, and the last three digits were 136 for the date (1994).
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